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In Situ Monitoring the Role of Working Metal Catalyst 
Nanoparticles for Ultrahigh Purity Single-Walled 
Carbon Nanotubes
 The high-end applications of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) 
are hindered by the existence of large amount of impurities, especially the 
graphene layers encapsulating metal nanoparticles (metal@C NPs). The role 
of working metal catalysts during chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth 
and post purifi cations by oxidation are not yet fully understood. Herein, the 
in situ monitoring the role of working metal catalyst NPs for ultrahigh purity 
SWCNTs by CVD growth and CO 2  purifi cations is carried out in an online 
thermogravimetric reactor attached with a mass spectrometer. The growth of 
SWCNTs almost stops after the initial 2 min, then, the mass increase of the 
samples mainly originates from the metal@C NP formation. Therefore, high-
purity SWCNTs (98.5 wt%) with few metal@C NPs can be available by 2 min 
CVD growth. Furthermore, CO 2  oxidation of the SWCNTs is also investigated 
in a thermogravimetric reactor. The oxidation of graphene layers surrounding 
the metal NPs and the SWCNTs occurs during distinct temperature ranges, 
which is further demonstrated by the signifi cant differences among their oxi-
dation activation energies. Ultrahigh purity of SWNCT with a carbon content 
of 99.5 wt% can be available by a CO 2 -assited purifi cation method. The in situ 
study of the CVD growth and CO 2  oxidation of SWCNTs provides the real time 
information on the working catalyst during reaction and the reactivity infor-
mation of metal@C NPs and SWCNTs under an oxidizing atmosphere. The 
success for the preparation of high-purity SWCNT lies in the effi cient growth 
of SWCNTs with a low amount of nanocarbon impurities and partial oxidation 
of metal@C NPs by catalytic CO 2  oxidation with proper operation parameters. 
  1. Introduction 

 Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are considered 
as one of the most attractive nanomaterials because of their 
excellent intrinsic properties, such as high specifi c surface 
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area, low defect density, and tunable elec-
tronic characteristics according to their 
chirality. [  1  ]  Achieving large quantities of 
SWCNTs with high purity is the fi rst-step 
to realizing large volume applications, 
such as fi llers for nanocomposites, trans-
parent conductive fi lms, and electrode 
materials for energy storage. [  2  ,  3  ]  The syn-
thesis of SWCNTs has been well achieved 
by a variety of methods. [  1  ,  3–5  ]  However, 
there are always large amount of impuri-
ties, such as amorphous carbon, fuller-
enes, nanocrystal graphite, and graphene 
layers encapsulating transition metal 
nanoparticles (metal@C NPs) in the as-
prepared SWCNTs. [  5  ]  Such contaminants 
render it very diffi cult to understand and 
to monitor the intrinsic properties of 
SWCNTs. [  6  ,  7  ]  For instance, the SWCNTs 
are considered as promising candidates 
as the electrode materials for high-perfor-
mance double-layer supercapacitors due to 
their high specifi c surface area and good 
structural stability. [  8  ]  However, the pres-
ence of non-carbon impurities (metal@C 
NPs) plays a signifi cant role in the decay 
of the stability of the as-fabricated super-
capacitors due to the high reactivity of 
metal nanoparticles (NPs) to the elec-
trolyte when operating at a high voltage 
to achieve a high energy density. Therefore, efforts have been 
devoted to the effective purifi cation of SWCNTs. [  6  ,  7  ]  Among the 
different kinds of impurities, the presence of metal@C NPs is a 
fundamental challenge for the purifi cation of SWCNTs as metal 
removal tends to be invariably coupled with a high degree of 
tube destruction. Although the growth of vertically aligned 
SWCNTs achieves a very high purity of SWCNTs, scale up of 
the process is complex. [  9  ,  10  ]  As a result, the preparation of high-
purity SWCNTs with few metallic impurities has always been a 
hot topic in carbon nanotube (CNT) technology. 

 In principle, the growth of SWCNTs and metal@C NPs 
should have different growth rates due to the fact that SWCNTs 
always grow on small-sized catalyst NPs, whereas the metal@C 
NPs are always formed on the NPs with larger size which are 
usually originated from the sintering of smaller ones. [  11  ,  12  ]  
Therefore, synthetic methods are expected to prepare SWCNTs 
im Adv. Funct. Mater. 2013, 23, 5066–5073
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with few metal@C NPs by distinguishing their growth 
regions. To achieve precise control over the as-grown products, 
great efforts are turning to real-time in situ and/or operando 
methods to study the detailed information about the growth 
process of SWCNTs. [  13–16  ]  The use of operando techniques pro-
vides real-time information on the working catalyst, which is 
the cutting-edge catalytic characterization that combined spec-
troscopic/thermogravimetric (TG) and catalytic information on 
both homogeneous and heterogeneous catalytic systems. [  17  ]  In 
most cases, Raman spectroscopy is adopted to achieve the in 
situ/operando study of the dynamics of the nucleation, growth 
and termination of SWCNTs. [  16  ]  However, an in situ/oper-
ando Raman study is not expected to distinguish the growth 
of SWCNTs and metal@C NPs due to the difference in the 
Raman signals introduced by the growth of metal@C NPs with 
the presence of large amount of SWCNTs is neglectable. Recent 
advance in the TG analysis allows the operation of the chemical 
vapor deposition (CVD) synthesis in a TG reactor. The combi-
nation of TG and mass spectroscopy (MS) probe the catalytic 
information of hydrocarbon conversion as well as the real-time 
weight of the catalysts, which offer both the TG and catalytic 
information on heterogeneous catalytic CNT growth systems. 
Considering the growth of metal@C NPs should give rise to a 
signifi cant mass increase, real-time in situ/operando TG inves-
tigation can be expected to distinguish the growth of SWCNTs 
and metal@C NPs, and act as a promising effective synthetic 
method for high-purity SWCNTs. 

 On the other hand, effective post-purifi cation methods to 
remove the metal@C NPs without signifi cant destruction on 
the SWCNTs are also required. Up to now, a variety of strat-
egies have been explored for the purifi cation of SWCNTs, 
including oxidative methods, chemical functionalization pro-
tocols, fi ltration and chromatography techniques, and micro-
wave heating methods. [  6  ,  7  ,  18  ]  Among these, oxidative methods— 
including liquid phase oxidation treatment, such as acid treat-
ment (HNO 3 , KMnO 4 /H 2 SO 4 , HCl, etc.) and/or refl uxing in 
water or H 2 O 2 , as well as gaseous phase oxidation (using O 2 , 
H 2 , or air) are mostly used for the large scale purifi cation of 
SWCNTs. [  7  ]  However, such oxidative methods often introduce 
oxygenated functional groups and serious destruction on the 
SWCNTs, leading to a low yield of the as-purifi ed SWCNTs. 
The key issue for the removal of metal@C NPs is to selec-
tively break the graphene layers encapsulated on the metal 
NPs without destructing the SWCNTs. Recently, it has been 
reported that the induction of weak oxidant, such as H 2 O and 
CO 2 , during the growth of SWCNTs can signifi cantly improve 
the activity and lifetime of the catalyst. [  9  ,  19  ]  The mechanism is 
supposed to lie in the selective etching of the carbon layers sur-
rounding the catalyst NPs which result in the deactivation of 
the catalysts. Therefore, the CO 2  oxidation method shows the 
ability to selectively break the graphene layers on the metal 
NPs, and act as a promising effective post-purifi cation method 
for high-purity SWCNTs. 

 Herein, an in situ TG reactor was employed to probe the 
growth and CO 2  oxidation of SWCNTs. We demonstrate that 
controlling the growth of SWCNTs within a very short growth 
duration can achieve the selective growth of SWCNTs without 
the formation of large amount of metal@C NPs. In addition, 
CO 2  oxidation at a proper temperature determined by the in situ 
© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmAdv. Funct. Mater. 2013, 23, 5066–5073
TG study was also demonstrated to be effective for the selective 
oxidation of the graphene layers on metal NPs without signifi -
cantly damaging the SWCNTs.   

 2. Results and Discussion 

 FeMgAl layered double hydroxides (LDHs) were chosen as the 
catalysts due to their excellent performance for the growth of 
SWCNTs. [  20  ]  The in situ TG study of the growth process for 
SWCNTs from FeMgAl LDH fl akes with a growth duration of 
10 min is presented as  Figure    1  a. The growth rate of SWCNTs 
is determined as the mass increase rate in the TG system. Com-
pared with other routes for in situ growth (such as environ-
mental transmission electron microscopy, [  21–23  ]  environmental 
scanning electron microscopy, [  24  ]  X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy, [  22  ,  25  ] , optical Imaging, [  26  ]  Raman spectra, [  13–16  ]  X-ray dif-
fraction, [  23  ]  and X-ray refl ectivity), [  23  ]  the mass increase in TG 
reactor is very easily detected. There is no press gap between 
the real CVD reactor and TG analysis for the reason that the 
reactant feeding gas can be directly introduced without dis-
turbing the monitoring system in the TG reactor. As shown in 
Figure  1 a, the growth of SWCNTs undergoes a very rapid reac-
tion at the beginning. The growth rate of SWCNTs increases 
rapidly and achieves the largest value of 0.009 g SWCNT  g cat   − 1  s  − 1  
at around 27 s. Then, the growth of SWCNTs becomes slower 
and is almost terminated at around 2 min, probably indi-
cating a very short life-time of the FeMgAl LDH catalysts for 
SWCNT growth. The mass of the samples still increases gradu-
ally during the following 8 min. A total mass increase of 0.45 g 
is observed during the initial 2 min, but only 0.024 g can be 
observed for the continued reaction.  

 To further investigate this phenomenon, samples with a 
growth duration of 2 and 10 min were collected and character-
ized. No signifi cant difference in the morphology of the two sam-
ples can be observed under SEM characterization (Figure  1 b). 
As shown in Figure  1 c, there are large amount of SWCNTs and 
Fe NPs on the as-calcined FeMgAl layered double oxide (LDO) 
fl akes after a 2-min reaction at 900  ° C. No obvious graphene 
layers can be observed on these Fe NPs as well as on the LDO 
fl akes. This is different from the situation that when a higher 
growth temperature of 950  ° C was adopted, where both graphene 
layers and SWCNTs can be catalytically deposited on the LDO 
fl akes. [  27  ]  However, when the growth duration was extended to 
10 min, the formation of large amount of graphene layers encap-
sulating on the Fe NPs (Fe@C NPs) was observed (Figure  1 d). 
Therefore, we deduce that the mass increase during the initial 
2 min was mainly account for by SWCNT deposition, which 
was almost terminated after the 2-min reaction with an average 
growth rate of 0.003 g SWCNT  g cat   − 1  s  − 1 . The following 8-min reac-
tion corresponded to the further deposition of graphene layers 
on the Fe NPs to form Fe@C NPs. The graphene layers encap-
sulated in the Fe NPs acted as blocks between the acid molecules 
and Fe NPs, preventing them from being removed during the 
acid treatment. This is supposed to be the main reason for the 
high Fe content in the SWCNT samples after simple purifi ca-
tion. Due to the fact that the CH 4  is a thermally stable carbon 
source at high temperature, the pyrolysis of amorphous carbon 
deposited on the raw products is very limited. 
5067wileyonlinelibrary.combH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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     Figure  1 .     a) TG and DTG curves showing the growth process of SWCNTs from FeMgAl LDH 
catalysts; b) SEM image showing the morphology of the as-grown SWCNTs on the catalysts; 
c) TEM image of the Fe NPs after a 2-min growth without the encapsulation of graphene layers; 
d) TEM image of the obvious Fe@C NPs after a 10-min growth; e) The MS spectrum of the 
gaseous reactants and products in the TG reactor.  
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 With respect to the above discussion, it was expected 
that proper reduction on the reaction time for the growth of 
SWCNTs can effectively reduce the amount of Fe@C NPs, 
leading to the improved purity of the as-purifi ed SWCNTs 
after acid treatment without signifi cant reduction in yield. 
Here, large-scale production of SWCNTs was carried out in a 
fl uidized bed reactor with different reaction durations of 2, 10, 
and 30 min. The yields of the as-grown SWCNTs were all in a 
range of 0.43–0.46 g SWCNT  g cat   − 1  without signifi cant differences. 
wileyonlinelibrary.com © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, We
The as-obtained products were pre-purifi ed 
by a combined acid and alkali treatments 
to remove the LDO fl akes in the products. 
TEM images of the corresponding sam-
ples after purifi cation, which were denoted 
as SWCNT-2, SWCNT-10, and SWCNT-30 
according to their growth duration, respec-
tively, are shown in  Figure    2  . Compared 
with SWCNT-2, an increase of the amount 
of Fe NPs can be observed for SWCNT-10 
(Figure  2 a,b). When further extending the 
growth duration to 30 min (SWCNT-30), both 
the size of the residue Fe NPs and the thick-
ness of the graphene layers encapsulated 
on them increased signifi cantly (Figure  2 c). 
TGA results shown in Figure  2 d reveal that 
the carbon content of these three samples 
was 98.5, 92.7, and 90.4%, respectively, indi-
cating a signifi cant increase in purity of the 
as-purifi ed SWCNTs with decreasing growth 
duration (Figure  2 d). This is in good agree-
ment with the expectation based on the 
in situ study of the SWCNT growth in TG 
analyzer mentioned above. Furthermore, it 
should be noted that the thermal stability 
of SWCNT-10 greatly decreased in compar-
ison to SWCNT-2. This can be attributed to 
the presence of a large amount of Fe NPs, 
which act as a catalyst for the oxidation of 
nanocarbon. However, the thermal stability 
of SWCNT-30 exhibited an increase even 
though they contain slightly more Fe NPs in 
comparison to SWCNT-2. This can be attrib-
uted to the fact that the increasing thickness 
of the graphene layers encapsulating on the 
Fe NPs renders them more thermally stable.  

 Mass spectrometry was used to monitor 
the real-time gaseous reactant and product 
concentrations during CNT growth. The ini-
tial starting point was set as the introduction 
of CH 4  to the reduced LDO catalysts. The 
data were corrected with respect to the back-
ground and residual time. A high conversion 
of CH 4  can be detected at the beginning, 
however, the concentration increased rapidly 
during the fi rst 120 s, and then remained 
constant, which is consistent with the trend 
of mass increase recorded gravimetrically. 
Meanwhile, the conversion of CH 4  rapidly 
decreased. The hydrogen showed a similar 
trend, indicating the consumption of hydrogen during fi rst 
stage growth of the SWCNTs. The hydrogen participated in the 
rapid reduction of the metal NP catalyst. As the hydrogen con-
sumption stopped on the LDH derived catalysts after  ≈ 120 s, 
the rapid formation of SWCNTs simultaneously ceased. These 
trends are consistent with the above mentioned two-step growth 
of SWCNTs and Fe@C NPs. Meanwhile, the ethane, eth-
ylene, propane, as well as propylene could all be detected. The 
thermal conversion of CH 4  into other hydrocarbons—which is 
inheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2013, 23, 5066–5073
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     Figure  2 .     a) TEM image of the SWCNTs after purifi cation for the 3-min growth; b) TEM image 
of the SWCNTs after purifi cation for the b) 10-min and c) 30-min growth; Inserted images 
show the morphology of the corresponding Fe@C NPs; d) TGA curves of these three SWCNT 
samples under O 2  atmosphere.  
thermodynamically derived from C-H bonding activation and 
hydrocarbon transformation and can be detected by ethylene 
production and pyrolytic carbon formation [  28  ] —was also probed 
by mass spectrometer during the SWCNT formation at high 
temperature. The formation mechanism is assumed to be:

 2CH4 ←→ C2H6 +H2   (1)   

 C2H6 ←→ C2H4 +H2   (2)   

 C2H4 + CH4 ←→ C3H8   (3)   

 C3H8 ←→ C3H6 +H2   (4)    

 The concentration of ethane, ethylene, as well as propane 
are mostly very low, while the propylene concentration is high 
and exhibits a similar trend to that of methane. The addition of 
ethylene into methane enhanced the SWCNT formation, and 
C 2  is believed to be the most reactive carbon source for CNT 
formation. The armchair and near-armchair SWCNT systems 
are reported as the most favorable when the growth mecha-
nism is dominated by reactions such as C 2  addition to the cap 
rim atoms. [  29  ]  Therefore, the ethylene is an intermediate during 
the SWCNT and other nanocarbon formation, while the pro-
pylene presented in relatively high magnifi cation. However, the 
concentration of propylene is two magnitudes lower than that 
of methane. During the fi rst stage of rapid SWCNT formation, 
© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, WeiAdv. Funct. Mater. 2013, 23, 5066–5073
most of carbon sources converted into 
SWCNTs. However, with the deactivation of 
Fe NPs, the conversion of methane, as well 
as the by-products of propylene is kept at a 
high concentration during the Fe@C NP for-
mation at the second stage. 

 The fl uidized bed reactor is considered to 
be the most effi cient and effective reactor for 
SWCNT production. [  5  ]  However, it should be 
mentioned that for the industrial production 
of SWCNTs, especially for that using routine 
fl uidized bed reactors, it is hard to control 
the reaction time within 2 min. As a result, 
the formation of large amount of Fe@C NPs 
is inevitable. Consequently, effective methods 
that can remove such Fe@C NPs are 
required. In principle, the thermal stability of 
the graphene layers in Fe@C NPs is supposed 
to be lower than SWCNTs due to the fact that 
they have better contact with the Fe NPs, 
which can act as a catalyst for the oxidation of 
carbon. To fully investigate such differences, 
the oxidation of SWCNT-30 was studied in 
situ using a TG analyzer under CO 2  atmos-
phere with a heating rate of 20  ° C min  − 1 . 
It was observed that the oxidation of 
SWCNT-30 occurs in three stages, and the 
corresponding residues are characterized by 
TEM and Raman spectroscopy ( Figure    3  ). As 
shown in Figure  3 a, a weight loss of 8.3% 
of the sample is observed during Stage I 
between 747–846  ° C. Compared with the ini-
tial morphology of the samples (Figure  3 b), 
no signifi cant difference can be found except 
for the absence of the graphene layers encapsulated on the Fe 
NPs (Figure  3 c). This indicates that Stage I mainly corresponds 
to the selective oxidation of the graphene layers in Fe@C NPs 
for SWCNT-30. In this case, CO 2  reacted with solid carbon 
through reproportionation and generated CO: [  30  ]

  C+ CO2 ←→ CO+ C(O)   (5)     

 A surface oxygen complex (C(O)) was initially formed and 
subsequently became stable under the reaction conditions, 
acting as a retardant by blocking the reaction sites:

 C(O)←→ C−O   (6)    

 It may also decompose and leave the surface as CO

 C(O)←→ CO   (7)    

 Reactions (5–7) depend on the structure of nanocarbon as 
well as the attached catalyst. Such reaction can be catalytically 
enhanced by transition metal NPs because CO 2  more readily 
attacks the carbon/catalyst interface, and the Fe NPs can serve 
as catalysts for Reaction (5). Fe NPs are thought to modify the 
electron density and bring reactivity toward oxygen reduction [  31  ]  
and carbon oxidation under harsh condition. Therefore, the 
encapsulating graphene can be selectively etched. During Stage 
II between 846–1070  ° C, a signifi cant weight loss of 81.4% for 
the sample can be observed. TEM image of the sample after 
5069wileyonlinelibrary.comnheim
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     Figure  4 .     Raman spectra of SWCNT-30, and the products after CO 2  oxida-
tion at different temperatures.  
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     Figure  3 .     a) TGA curve of the SWCNT-30 after pre-purifi cation under CO 2  atmosphere with 
a heating rate of 20  ° C min  − 1 ; b) TEM image of the SWCNT-30 sample; TEM images of the 
calcined SWCNT-30 under CO 2  atmosphere to c) 907 and d) 1072  ° C, the inserted image in 
(c) shows the high resolution image of the Fe NPs after Stage II.  
Stage II shows that the residues are mainly composed of large-
size Fe NPs and a small amount of SWCNTs (Figure  3 d). This 
reveals that most of the SWCNTs are oxidized in Stage II, 
during which sintering of Fe NPs into large particles occurs. 
No SWCNTs can be found in the samples after Stage III (1070–
1090  ° C), leaving only iron oxides as the residues. Such dif-
ferent weight loss stages were not observed during TG analysis 
under an O 2  atmosphere because the oxidation effect of O 2  is 
too strong to distinguish the different thermal stabilities. 

 Raman spectra of SWCNT-30 and the residues after Stage I 
and II are shown in  Figure    4  . The strong radial breath mode 
(RBM) peaks for all the three samples can be detected, indi-
cating the presence of large quantity of SWCNTs. It was noticed 
that the value of I G /I D  increased from an initial value of 3.6 to 
8.0 after Stage I, which was further signifi cantly increased to 
26.3 after Stage II. The signifi cant increase of the I G /I D  ratio 
indicates that the quality of SWCNTs was improved by CO 2  
oxidation treatment. The SWCNTs after Stage II are free of 
attached sp 3  hybridized carbon atoms, leading to strong Stokes 
scattering, although the amount of SWCNTs is not as high as 
the raw products. Furthermore, the differed thermal stability 
for the SWCNTs during Stage II and Stage III may account 
for their distinguished graphitization. No Raman signals for 
carbon can be detected for the residues after Stage III.  
wileyonlinelibrary.com © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Wei
 To investigate the CO 2  oxidation behavior, 
TG analysis of SWCNTs under CO 2  atmos-
phere with different heating rates was car-
ried out to obtain the activation energy for 
graphene layers in Fe@C NPs and SWCNTs. 
Considering the fact that the migration 
of Fe NPs during the CO 2  oxidation can 
induce the oxidation of a large amount of 
SWCNTs during Stage I with a low heating 
rate, SWCNT-30 before purifi cation was 
used because the presence of the LDO fl akes 
can effectively prevent the migration of Fe 
NPs. [  32  ]  Therefore, much more intrinsic 
values are attained. Three weight loss stages 
similar with those shown in  Figure    5  a can be 
observed for TG profi les obtained at different 
heating rates. As shown in  Table    1  , the posi-
tion of the three weight loss peaks all moved 
to higher temperature with the increasing 
heating rate. This can be attributed to the fact 
that a faster heating rate makes the oxida-
tion of certain carbon materials complete at 
a higher temperature. The deformed Arrhe-
nius formula:

 
Ln

β

T 2
max

= Ln
AR

Ea
− Ea

RTmax   
(8)

      

 was employed to calculate the activation 
energies for the different materials based 
on the position of these three weight loss 
peaks, in which   β   is the heating rate,  A  is 
the pre-exponential factor,  E  a  is the activation 
energy, and  T  max  is the position of the weight 
loss peak. As shown in Figure  5 b, the values 
of  Ln (  β T  max    − 2  ) exhibited good linear relationship to that of 
( –RT  max )   −    1  for all the weight loss peaks. The slopes of the 
nheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2013, 23, 5066–5073
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     Figure  5 .     a) TG profi les of CO 2  oxidation of SWCNTs before purifi cation 
with a heating rate at 30  ° C min  − 1 ; b) linear fi tting charts of the weight 
loss peaks.  
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linear fi tting curve correspond to the activation energies ( E  a ). 
As a result, the calculated  E  a  of the graphene layers in Fe@C 
NPs, and SWCNTs in Stage II and III were 240.5, 254.0 and 
273.7 kJ mol  − 1 , respectively (Table  1 ). This further demon-
strates that the difference in the thermal stability between 
Fe@C NPs and SWCNTs can be distinguished by the CO 2  
oxidation method. The Fe NPs catalyst was employed as the 
catalyst for CO 2  gasifi cation during Stage I, therefore, the  E  a  
was the lowest value due to the catalytic gasifi cation by FeNPs. 
Stage II and III correspond to the oxidation of SWCNTs 
attached with sp 3  hybridized carbon and perfect sp 2  hybridized 
SWCNTs, respectively. The highest activation energy corre-
sponded to Stage III which was free of catalytically gasifi ca-
tion; consequently, the carbon oxidation rate increased rapidly 
with the rise of reaction temperature. 

 Therefore, CO 2  oxidation at a proper temperature is effec-
tive for the selective removal of the graphene layers in Fe@C 
NPs, which can facilitate the improvement of the purity of 
SWCNTs by subsequent acid treatment. Here, the large-
scale produced SWCNTs with a growth duration of 30 min 
after the pre-purifi cation process (SWCNT-30) were further 
treated by CO 2  at a temperature of 850  ° C for 1 h. The reason 
© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gmb

   Table  1.     Summary of the locations of weight loss peaks in the TG pro-
fi les under CO 2  atmosphere at different heating rates. 

Heating rate 
[°C min−1]

10 20 30 50 100 Activation 
energy 

[kJ mol  − 1 ]

Peak 1 913.5  ° C 922.4  ° C 958.0  ° C 981.2  ° C 1014.0  ° C 240.5

Peak 2 1084.6  ° C 1105.1  ° C 1152.3  ° C 1181.7  ° C 1208.4  ° C 254.0

Peak 3 1208.4  ° C 1220.0  ° C 1278.9  ° C 1299.4  ° C 1343.9  ° C 273.7

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2013, 23, 5066–5073
we selected the oxidation at 850  ° C is because Fe@C NPs 
can be oxidized at a rapid rate, while the SWCNTs are well 
preserved (Figure  5 a). Consequently, a small weight loss of 
ca. 10% for the samples was noticed even after such a long 
period, indicating that the SWCNTs were probably thermally 
stable during the CO 2  treatment. The morphology of the as-
obtained products after subsequent acid washing is shown in 
 Figure    6  a,b. The products are of high purity of SWCNTs and 
very few Fe@C NPs can be observed. The TGA curve shown 
in Figure  6 c reveals that a purity of 99.5% can be achieved 
after the CO 2 -assisted purifi cation method, which means 
that ca. 95% of the Fe NPs in SWCNT-30 has been success-
fully removed. The Raman spectrum of the products exhibits 
obvious RBM peaks and a high I G /I D  value of 18.7, indicating 
the as-purifi ed SWCNTs have good graphitization. Further-
more, BET analysis reveals that the as-purifi ed SWCNTs have 
a high specifi c surface area of 784.6 m 2  g  − 1  and a high total 
pore volume of 2.3 mL g  − 1 . The success for the preparation 
of high-purity SWCNTs is attributed to the partial oxidation 
of Fe@C by catalytic CO 2  oxidation under appropriate oper-
ating conditions.    

 3. Conclusions 

 In situ study of the growth of SWCNTs from FeMgAl LDH cata-
lysts was carried out in a TG reactor. The role of the working 
LDH catalysts and nanocarbon products can be quantitatively 
investigated. It was demonstrated that the growth of SWCNTs 
and Fe@C NPs can be distinguished by controlling the growth 
duration. By reducing the growth duration from 30 to 2 min, 
the purity of the as-purifi ed large-scale produced SWCNTs can 
be improved from 90.4 to 98.5%. Furthermore, results of the 
in situ TG study of the CO 2  oxidation of SWCNTs revealed 
that the selective oxidation of the graphene layers surrounding 
the Fe NPs without obvious destructing the SWCNTs can be 
achieved, leading to the effective removal of the Fe NPs through 
the following acid treatment. Consequently, a CO 2 -assistant 
purifi cation process on the as-purifi ed SWCNT-30 was carried 
out to improve their purity from 90.4 to 99.5%. In contrast to 
commonly reported CVD growth and purifi cation, high selec-
tive growth and effi cient purifi cation of SWCNTs with few 
metal@C NPs were achieved under the guidance of the in situ 
characterization. The current synthetic method together with 
CO 2 -assiatant post-purifi cation process were both effective for 
the preparation of large scale high-purity SWCNTs, which is 
of paramount importance for their practical applications. In 
addition, such a CVD TG reactor offers opportunities for char-
acterizing the dynamic of CNT formation with high-precision 
time-resolved mass, which is crucial for probing dynamic 
changes on catalytically active species and understanding reac-
tion pathways. This approach may also be applicable to sys-
tems using other catalytic reaction with product deposition 
on the working catalyst. Future work will focus on modifying 
the TG reactor with other characterization ways (e.g. Raman 
spectrometry or X-ray diffraction) to study the dynamics of 
SWCNT formation and evolution on the working metal catalyst 
nanoparticles.   
5071wileyonlinelibrary.comH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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     Figure  6 .     a) SEM image and b) TEM image of the SWCNT-30 after the CO 2  treatment; c) TGA 
curve under O 2  atmosphere and d) Raman spectra of the SWCNT-30 after the CO 2  treatment.  
 4. Experimental Section  
 In Situ Growth of SWCNTs in the TG Reactor  :  The FeMgAl LDH 

catalysts were prepared using a urea-assisted co-precipitation reaction 
which we have previously reported with n(Mg): n(Al): n(Fe)  =  3: 1: 0.2. [  11  ]  
In situ TG study of the SWCNT growth was operated in a TGA/DSC1 
STAR e  system. Typically, 2.0 mg FeMgAl LDH fl akes were put into a 70  μ L 
Al 2 O 3  crucible, which were put into the furnace of the TGA/DSC1 STAR e  
system. Then, the furnace was heated to 900  ° C with a heating rate of 
20  ° C min  − 1  under Ar (100 mL min  − 1 ) atmosphere. On reaching the reaction 
temperature, a mixture of H 2 /CH 4  with a fl ow rate of 30/20 mL min  − 1  
was introduced into the furnace to start the growth of SWCNTs. The 
variation of the sample mass was recorded by a record software 
attached with the TG analyzer and analyzed. A mass spectrometer was 
combined with the TG reactor to probe the real time gaseous reactants 
and products during CVD growth of CNTs. A similar process was carried 
out with the absence of the LDH catalysts to record the mass increase 
attributed by the formation of amorphous carbon, which served as the 
baseline for the in situ TG investigation of the SWCNT growth. 

  Large-Scale Synthesis of SWCNTs : The large scale synthesis of 
SWCNTs was carried out in a fl uidized bed reactor described in our 
previous report using the FeMgAl LDH catalysts. [  11  ,  20  ]  Typically, 2.0 g 
Fe/Mg/Al LDH catalyst was uniformly fed into the reactor, which 
was then mounted in an electrical tube furnace and heated to 900  ° C 
under Ar atmosphere with a fl ow rate of 400 mL min  − 1 . Upon reaching 
the reaction temperature, H 2  with a fl ow rate of 100 mL min  − 1  was 
introduced into the fl uidized bed reactor. After 5 min, the fl ow rate of 
Ar was turned down to 100 mL min  − 1  and at the same time CH 4  was 
introduced into the reactor with a fl ow rate of 400 mL min  − 1  to start 
the reaction. The reaction duration was controlled as 2, 10, and 30 min, 
072 wileyonlinelibrary.com © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Wei
and the corresponding pre-purifi ed products were 
denoted as SWCNT-2, SWCNT-10, and SWCNT-
30, respectively. After the reaction, the fl uidized 
bed reactor was cooled down to room temperature 
under Ar atmosphere. The as-obtained products 
were then collected for further purifi cation and 
characterization. 

  Purifi cation of the SWCNTs : The large-scale 
produced SWCNTs were pre-purifi ed with a 
combined alkali and acid treatments to remove the 
metal oxides originated from the calcination of the 
LDH fl akes. Typically, the samples were fi rst treated 
hydrothermally by NaOH solution (15 mol L  − 1 ) 
at a temperature of 150  ° C for 8 h. After that, the 
as-obtained products were then immersed into HCl 
solution (3 mol L  − 1 ) at a temperature of 80  ° C for 
3 h. The as-obtained products were then fi ltered, 
washed by deionized water, and dried in oven at 
100  ° C for 12 h, leaving the pre-purifi ed SWCNTs. 

 The pre-purifi ed SWCNT-30 were further purifi ed 
by a CO 2 -assistant purifi cation method to remove 
the residue Fe@C NPs. Typically, the pre-purifi ed 
SWCNT-30 were treated by CO 2  (50%) and Ar 
(50%) at 850  ° C for 1 h. Then, the as-obtained 
products were treated by HCl solution (3 mol L  − 1 ) 
at 80  ° C for 3 h to further remove the Fe NPs in the 
samples. The as-obtained products were fi ltered, 
washed, and dried for further characterization. 

  In Situ TG Investigation of the Oxidation of 
SWCNTs : The oxidation study of the samples was 
studied in the TGA/DSC1 STAR e  system under O 2  
or CO 2  atmosphere. Typically, about 5 mg samples 
were put into a 70  μ L Al 2 O 3  crucible, which were 
put into the furnace of the TGA/DSC1 STAR e  
system. For the O 2  oxidation treatment, the furnace 
was heated from 30 to 900  ° C with a heating rate of 
20  ° C min  − 1  under a mixture of N 2 /O 2  (50/50 mL 
      [ 1 ]   a)   W. Y.   Zhou  ,   X. D.   Bai  ,   E. G.   Wang  ,   S. S.   Xie  ,  Adv. Mater.   2009 ,  21 , 
 4565 ; b)   E.   Joselevich  ,   H.   Dai  ,   J.   Liu  ,   K.   Hata  ,   A. H.   Windle  ,  Top. 
Appl. Phys.   2008 ,  111 ,  101 .  

     [ 2 ]   a)   M.   F. L. De Volder  ,   S. H.   Tawfi ck  ,   R. H.   Baughman  ,   A. J.   Hart  , 
 Science   2013 ,  339 ,  535 ; b)   Q.   Zhang  ,   J. Q.   Huang  ,   W. Z.   Qian  , 
  Y. Y.   Zhang  ,   F.   Wei  ,  Small   2013 ,  9 , 1237.  

min  − 1 ) atmosphere. For the CO 2  oxidation study, the furnace was heated 
from 30 to 1400  ° C with different heating rates of 10, 20, 30, 50, 100  ° C 
min  − 1 . 

  Characterization : The morphology of the samples were characterized 
by a JSM 7401F (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) SEM operated at 3.0 kV and a 
JEM 2010 (JEOL Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) TEM operated at 120.0 kV. The BET 
specifi c surface area of the samples were measured by N 2  adsorption/
desorption using Autosorb-IQ2-MP-C system. Raman spectra were 
recorded with He-Ne laser excitation at 633 nm using Horiba Jobin Yvon 
LabRAM HR800 Raman Spectrometer.  
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